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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to discover what public 
monuments convey about dominant ideology and resistance to 
dominant ideology. Monuments were viewed as embodiments of 
the erector's ideology. The current condition of each 
monument was viewed as the people's reaction to the ideology 
being forced on them by the erectors.
A twenty-five percent random sample survey of Baltimore 
city was chosen to find a data base of monuments for this 
project. Thirty-six monuments were found and recorded. 
Location, date of erection, representation, erector's money 
source, and current condition were all factors examined for 
each monument. Twenty of the monuments in the sample 
represented war. Ten represented people and six depicted 
historic events.
It is suggested that groups with money and political 
power locate their monuments in prominent view of tourists and 
residents. Monuments erected by groups with less influence 
are relegated to traffic medians and roadside areas.
It is found that monuments were most popular in the 1910s 
and the 1980s. During the 1910s monuments to war were 
frequent, while in the 1980s monuments to people were popular. 
Over time the ideology behind monuments to war changes from 
glorification to sacred remembrance to general honor back to 
sacred remembrance.
The thesis concludes by suggesting that the elite groups 
which erect monuments have been generally successful in 
promoting their own ideology. However, through acts of 
vandalism and graffiti, lower class groups have spoken their 
resistance to the dominant ideology.
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DECIPHERING THE MESSAGES OF BALTIMORE'S MONUMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Baltimore, Maryland, dubbed the Monumental City in 1815 
because it erected the first monument to George Washington, is 
the setting for this anthropological survey of public 
monuments. Monuments have been studied by scholars in the 
past, most in an art history framework. Some studies have 
been done by anthropologists, such as James Deetz*s (1977) 
study of New England grave stones and H. W. Janson's (197 6) 
efforts to promote public monuments. This project continues 
the study of monuments by showing that the monuments of one 
city offer a unique glimpse of the past and present cultures 
of that city.
This thesis proposes to tell two stories: first, the
"loud11 narrative of the social groups who erected the 
monuments; and second, the softer, harder to hear tale of 
those who live with the monuments on a day to day basis.
The monuments found during the survey have been recorded 
and analyzed to let these silent stones and statues "speak." 
What these monuments say was entirely up to the groups which 
produced them. Most of the monuments are war memorials, some
2
are dedicated to historic events and some to people. Money 
and political influence with city officials are the major keys 
to the construction of a public monument. Hence, all of the 
social groups represented by the monuments in the sample had 
to have money and influence.
On the reverse side of this coin of money and influence, 
the monuments tell another story. This saga is about the 
reaction of the people who see the monuments every day since 
they were unveiled. These people are not necessarily 
influential with city politicians and may or may not have 
money. Their reaction to these monuments left behind by elite 
groups speaks its own story. This story is one of vandalism 
and graffiti. Litter is left at the monuments with no one 
caring enough to pick it up. Those who live with the 
monuments currently show no signs of care and some show 
obvious signs of disrespect and violence.
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RESEARCH GOALS
One goal of this research is to show how elite groups use 
monuments to promote their own ideology. The other goal is to 
show how the lower class groups react to these monuments and 
thus the ideology being promoted.
For the purpose of this study, monuments were defined as 
intentional symbols placed in public view by elite groups. 
Monuments are erected to reinforce the reigning ideology of 
the time that they were created. Monuments lend themselves to 
the analysis of upper class ideology easily because they are 
erected by elites, either government officials or private, 
wealthy citizens. Even if a public lottery is used to pay for 
a monument, the people who decide what the monument says and 
how it looks are the privileged few. However, the audience on 
which the monument is imposed does have a way to retaliate—  
vandalism or neglect. By attacking a monument or simply 
letting it crumble, the voiceless audience can show resistance 
to the upper class ideology. This survey documents both sides 
of the coin. It is a compilation of a sample of the monuments 
in Baltimore city, as well as an analysis of the monuments' 
intended and actual effects on the residents.
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To carry out this analysis the definition of a monument 
has to be clarified. Webster's dictionary (1961) has eleven 
meanings listed for monument. For the purposes of this 
research it was necessary to limit the definition of monument. 
The limitations were based on practical considerations, such 
as creating a workable data base and availability of monuments 
for study. Janson (1976:1) defines monument as "something 
purposely made to remind us of an event, an idea, or an 
individual." This survey also limited the definition of 
monument to an intentional structure or object that was 
available to the public. Specifically, the survey covered 
only those monuments which are located outdoors and are in the 
public eye. Tombstones were left out of the survey as there 
are too many in a city as large as Baltimore and would be 
covered more adequately by research focused solely on them. 
Janson's (197 6) monument categories with slight revisions were 
used. As funerary monuments were left out, the only 
classifications were monuments to events and monuments to 
great people. The event category was further divided into war 
memorials and historic event monuments. This division 
facilitated organization and analysis of the data base.
Like Deetz's (1977) tombstones of New England, the 
monuments of Baltimore city can be controlled by the same 
dimensions of space, time, and form. The majority of 
monuments have not been moved since their erection. Many
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monuments have a date carved on them. Form, however, appears 
to be harder to control for the monuments of a city. Deetz's 
tombstones were all dedicated to one individual's death, while 
the monuments in a city are dedicated to numerous events and 
people. The style of any monument; however, is still 
dependent on the culture which produced it. Therefore, 
specific styles of monuments can be seen to correspond with 
the group represented, whether events or people. For 
instance, a bust would be chosen to represent a great person 
and not an event in the history of a city. By controlling 
space, time, and the group represented, changes in form can be 
viewed in the monuments of Baltimore. These changes can in 
turn produce observations about changes in the ideology of 
Baltimore's elite society over time.
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SURVEY LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
The survey was carried out in Baltimore, Maryland. This 
city in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States is about 
265 years old. In that time hundreds of monuments and 
memorials have been unveiled. Baltimore was coined the 
"Monumental City" in 1815 when there were only three monuments 
standing in the city (Rusk 1924:xvii). However, since that 
time local rumor has it that there are more monuments in 
Baltimore than in Washington, D.C. Whether or not this 
statement is true, there are a vast amount of memorials and 
monuments to various figures and events from the past located 
in Baltimore. In 1924, when William S. Rusk carried out an 
art historian's survey of the monuments located in Baltimore, 
he included 113 public monuments. This figure has doubled as 
World War II and other earth shaking (or Baltimore shaking) 
events have occurred since 1924. In 1987, Henry and Caroline 
Naylor compiled photographs of all the three-dimensional 
public monuments and sculptures in Baltimore. There are 284 
monuments and sculptures in their survey (Naylor and Naylor 
1987:22). A brief history of Baltimore will serve to 
illustrate the major events in the city's past.
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Baltimore Town was formed by an act of Maryland's 
colonial legislature in 1729 on 60 acres of Daniel and Charles 
Carroll's land on the Patapsco River. Jones' Town was formed 
three years later across the Jones' Falls from Baltimore
(Greene 1980:4). In 1745, Baltimore and Jones' Town were
merged to form one town with the name of Baltimore (Greene 
1980:6). Several other nearby towns were incorporated into 
Baltimore as time went on, including Fell's Point in 1773 
(Greene 1980:24). The eighteenth century in Baltimore was 
characterized by growth from town to major trading center 
because of its excellent harbor and central location.
Tobacco, the staple crop of Maryland, was exported from 
Baltimore's harbor and manufactured goods were imported from 
Europe. Many industries were established in Baltimore because 
of the water power associated with Jones Falls— especially 
mills (Olson 1980:11). Interior Maryland and Pennsylvania 
farmers could easily reach the ports of Baltimore, and wheat 
began to be exported to Europe and the northern colonies as 
early as 1758 (Greene 1980:14).
Baltimore survived the American Revolution relatively 
unscathed as British forces never actually attacked the city 
(Greene 1980:42). Despite economic crisis in the newly
liberated colonies, a boom in building followed the war as 
Baltimore continued to grow in population and trade resumed 
its earlier fevered pitch (Olson 1980:17). Baltimore's
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private citizens began to enhance the cultural aspects of the 
city by building theaters, schools, colleges, and churches 
(Greene 1980:50).
Because of this rapid growth, Baltimore became 
incorporated in 1796. The wealthy merchant class successfully 
gained control over the city by creating a charter which 
"served to centralize power" in their hands (Greene 1980:65). 
The mayor and the upper house of the city council were not 
directly elected by the people, and those that could be 
elected to city council positions had to be worth 1000 to 2 000 
dollars (Greene 1980:65). Other city authorities were 
appointed by the mayor as trustees and commissioners to 
oversee such services as the poorhouse and garbage collection 
(Olson 1980:36-37).
Possibly Baltimore's most famous moment in national 
history came about during the War of 1812 and the subsequent 
defense of Fort McHenry in 1814. Francis Scott Key wrote the 
"Star Spangled Banner," and the city was placed in the public 
eye of the United States for defending itself against the 
British so successfully. It was only months after the war was 
over when Baltimoreans erected the Battle Monument to 
commemorate the defense of the city. According to Greene, "it 
was unusual in that it honored all who gave their lives, 
regardless of rank" (1980:72). In 1827, the second grand
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monument erected in Baltimore was unveiled. Dedicated to 
George Washington, this tall column became a distinctive 
landmark for Baltimore both visually and culturally. "Tough 
men with a sense of a great future for Baltimore had founded 
a past, a rock of religion, a mythology of elegance" by 
memorializing publicly the first president of the United 
States (Olson 1980:43). Thus began a long tradition of using 
monuments to express the ideology of the city officials of 
Baltimore.
Once again war brought increased population and economic 
growth to the city. The beginning of the nineteenth century 
was marked by technological and political change. During this 
period of peace, technological innovations such as steam power 
increased Baltimore's industrial sector and thus its exports 
grew (Olson 1980:42). The elite merchant class lost some of 
its power when all white taxpaying males were allowed to vote 
and elected a mayor which the industrial working class 
approved of (Greene 1980:78). Public education was begun in 
Baltimore during this period. Another major event during this 
time, which kept the wealthy merchants wealthy, was the start 
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in 1828 to compete with the 
Erie Canal (Olson 1980:73).
Because of racial and ethnic tensions prior to the Civil 
War, Baltimore's society became noticeably factionalized.
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Ethnic and racial communities, such as German, Irish, and 
African-American communities, began to foster their own social 
institutions. The German community had been in Baltimore long 
enough to have some power and influence, and by 1860 they 
accounted for a quarter of the population (Greene 1980:89). 
Most of the Irish immigrants in Baltimore arrived in the 184 0s 
with few skills and no money (Olson 1980:118). There were a 
few Irish descendants native to Baltimore who did have some 
influence during this period and organized the Hibernian 
Society (Greene 1980:92). However, this society mainly served 
the new Irish immigrants and was not politically forceful. 
Baltimore was "home to the nation's largest free black 
community of the antebellum period" (Greene 1980:94). The 
Irish community and the African-American community, as large 
as it was, had almost no political or economic influence in 
the life of the city (Olson 1980:120). The power still 
belonged to the wealthy merchants of English descent.
This merchant class founded many social institutions 
during the antebellum period which have survived to the 
present. As Greene (1980:100) notes, "the educational and 
cultural institutions . . . received sufficient support from 
the expanding city's private sector to allow them to prosper."
The Civil War split the city of Baltimore in two. Half 
of the features of Baltimore made it a northern city—
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abolitionism, immigrants, industry; the other half made it a 
southern city— slavery, old southern families, landed 
aristocracy (Greene 1980:114). The ruling Anglo-american 
elite were sympathetic to the Southern cause. Many 
abolitionists were run out of the city before 183 0 and the 
ruling political party was the Democrats, who were anti- 
Lincoln (Greene 1980:116). Baltimore was the scene of the 
first victims of the war when a Union regiment marched through 
the city and was attacked by a riotous mob— sixteen people 
were killed, four soldiers and twelve citizens (Greene 
1980:120). After this incident, the Union seized control of 
the city and forced the power from the pro-Confederate elite. 
Unionist politicians kept control of the city until 1867.
In 1867, the Democratic (Southern) party regained control 
of the city and the circle was complete (Greene 1980:127). 
Once again the English-descended elite were in power. Late 
nineteenth to early twentieth century Baltimore was like most 
American cities. The upper class had power and wealth, some 
of which they shared by creating cultural institutions. The 
lower class had over-population and poverty (Greene 1980:132) . 
Foreign trade continued to be a mainstay of the economy and 
industry was developing at an ever-increasing pace. The 
working masses began to win some power from the upper class 
with the advent of labor unions and strikes. The population 
of Germans in the city continued to grow and continued to gain
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political power in the early 1900s (Olson 1980:200). The 
Irish faction also became more powerful as they "moved into 
better jobs and middle class status" (Greene 1980:154). This 
period in Baltimore was also characterized by the arrival of 
many different immigrant groups from Europe, such as Bohemians 
and Italians (Olson 1980:200). All of these new immigrant 
groups were starting out life in Baltimore with no money and 
no skills. Some immigrant groups gained political power 
faster than others in Baltimore. By 1915 an Italian was 
elected to the Baltimore City Council and in 1947 the mayor 
was of Italian descent (Greene 1980:160). Eastern Europeans 
gained seats on the City Council as early as 1903 (Greene 
1980:162).
Like the immigrant groups, the African-American community 
continued to grow after the Civil War. African-Americans 
gained the right to vote in 1870 and there were African- 
Americans on the City Council from 1890 until 1931 (Jay 
1982:148). Because of this political power, Baltimore did not 
become as severely segregated as cities in the deep South 
(Greene 1980:168).
Another group in Baltimore which slowly gained political 
power was women. There are several examples of the power of 
women's groups before 1900, such as the women's committee 
which raised the funds for Johns Hopkins Medical School and
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ensured that women could attend the school on an equal footing 
with men (Alexander 1982:102). The suffragettes gained strong 
leaders from Baltimore's women and won the right to vote in 
1920 (Alexander 1982:102). The early twentieth century saw 
individual women slowly climb the economic ladder in 
Baltimore. However, the political ladder was not accessible.
The main political power in Baltimore continued to be the 
Democratic party made up of and controlled by wealthy white 
Anglo-Saxon protestants. During the early twentieth century 
a political machine operated in Baltimore which was run by the 
Democrats and secured the immigrant vote with favors of food 
and medical treatment (Greene 1980:170). The only serious 
efforts to rid the city of the Democratic machine came from 
men who were from wealthy white families themselves. These 
educated "reformers" wanted to "change the system by replacing 
men they considered crooked and poorly trained with ones they 
deemed honest and competent" (Greene 1980:172). During this 
period, new boards were created to handle the financial 
dealings of the city giving the mayor more power and taking 
away financial responsibility from the City Council (Greene 
1980:172). Even though "reform" mayors were elected, the 
majority of the City Council members were backed by the 
political machine.
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World War I and World War II served to homogenize the 
diverse ethnic communities living in Baltimore (Cortada 
1982:64). People felt that to be patriotic they had to be 
ultra-American. Both wars caused people of German descent to 
acculturate themselves to keep from being labeled spies and 
anti-American. Also, all ethnic groups began to migrate out 
of the city to the suburbs and these migrations did not always 
follow ethnic lines (Cortada 1982:64). The African-American 
community was the only group which did not follow the 
migration pattern out of the city because of "economic, 
social, and housing discrimination" (Cortada 1982:65).
The homogenizing trend reversed in the sixties when 
cultural diversification was again in vogue. The passage of 
civil rights legislation led to more equal opportunities for 
African-Americans and all ethnic groups to gain political 
power. It was the African-American community which slowly 
broke the wealthy white Anglo-Saxon protestant political 
machine which had been operating in Baltimore since 1900. In 
1954, three African-American men gained offices in the state 
legislature (Jay 1982:148). During the sixties it was assumed 
that an African-American mayor would be elected in Baltimore; 
however, the white, wealthy merchant elite was still powerful 
enough to prevent this from happening. Another phenomenon 
occurred during the sixties and seventies which helped to 
destroy the political machine, "the rise of neighborhood and
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issue-based politics" (Jay 1982:149). These small groups, 
frequently headed by women, gained the respect of the citizens 
of Baltimore and virtually eliminated the specter of the 
wealthy elite political machine by electing three very strong 
liberals to City Council and to the state and federal 
legislatures in the seventies (Jay 1982:149). Two of these 
liberals were women, some of the first females with political 
power in Baltimore (Durr 1982:249).
Finally, in the 1980s an African-American was elected 
mayor of Baltimore. It appears that the power of the wealthy 
merchants of English descent has finally crumbled. However, 
the governor of the state of Maryland is the former mayor of 
Baltimore, William D. Schaefer, and remnants of the early 
twentieth century political machine can be seen in his 
political style.
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF MONUMENTS
The monuments of Baltimore are a similar data base to
James Deetz1s tombstone study from New England. Both types of
data "have not been significantly altered since the time of
their use" and they "look out on us just as they did on the
people" who erected them (Deetz 1977:64). Deetz (1977:64)
stated that tombstones were
unique in providing us with a tightly controlled 
body of material in which to observe stylistic 
change in material culture, and to relate this 
change to changes in the society that produced it.
The tight control comes from the fact that space, time, and
form can all be easily accounted for per stone. In other
words, the stones had not been moved from their first resting
place for the most part, the date of death served as an
erection date, and there were only three basic forms or styles
of tombstone carving: the death's head, the cherub, and the
urn and willow. Deetz held two of these dimensions constant
while varying the third, which produced observations about
changes in New England society over time. The changes in
style of gravestone art corresponded with the shift by New
Englanders from orthodox Puritan beliefs to secularized
religious beliefs (Deetz 1977:72). The gravestones also
depict the transition to individualistic attitudes that came
17
with the Georgian mind-set of the nineteenth century (Deetz 
1977:90).
In The Rise and Fall of the Public Monument, Horst Janson 
states that while the public monument is "dead today," 
monuments are "a subject of considerable inherent fascination" 
(Janson 1976:1). He defines monument as "something purposely 
made to remind us of an event, an idea, or an individual" 
(Janson 1976:1). He limits his discussion to intentional, 
public monuments and then divides them into three groups: 
funerary monuments, monuments to ideas or events, and 
monuments to great people. He further divides monuments to 
great people into types of people, such as rulers, 
military/political heroes, and cultural heroes (Janson 
197 6:1). These divisions work well for his review through 
time of monuments from ancient Egypt to Rome to nineteenth 
century Europe. Janson quips that the nineteenth century was 
"the Age of the Public Monument par excellence" mostly because 
of the number of monuments erected during this time period 
(Janson 1976:2). He devotes much of his essay to funerary 
monuments and also states, like Deetz, that by the end of the 
nineteenth century, these monuments had become secular (Janson 
1976:3) .
According to Janson, monuments to ideas, events, and 
people did not come about until the secularization of funeral
18
monuments started in the late eighteenth century. Religion 
was replaced by nationalism and monuments to one's country and 
one's leaders began to be created (Janson 1976:21). This type 
of monument was being formed during the nineteenth century and 
Janson discusses its development in France. Neoclassical 
artists turned the same figures that had been used for 
centuries on funerary monuments into personifications of 
"Liberty" and "Glory" for monuments to ideas or events (Janson 
1976:23). He describes the transition in the depiction of 
rulers and political/military leaders over time from 
"superhumans" or gods to mere mortals dressed in historically 
correct garb. By the nineteenth century, in the United 
States, people would not accept a neoclassical George 
Washington statue by Horatio Greenough (Janson 1976:35). 
However, in Baltimore the first statue erected to Washington 
did have a god-like or classical appearance. Janson (1976:36) 
explains this was accepted because the statue was on such a 
high pedestal no one could see Washington anyway. Monuments 
to culture heroes, however, remained in a neoclassical 
tradition much longer. These myth-like characters gave way to 
realistic statues which depicted a significant moment in the 
life of the person (Janson 1976:46). After the realistic 
phase, artists began to utilize "a type of funerary monument 
. . . the portrait bust on a tall pedestal" (Janson 1976:48).
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Janson briefly touches on an interesting phenomenon 
associated with the development of the monument. During the 
eighteenth century, it was the state which commissioned many 
public monuments to ideas, events, and people. These statues 
were meant to "impress the public and build devotion" (Janson 
1976:39) and to inspire "virtue and patriotism" (Janson 
197 6:44). It seems that only rarely did a private group raise 
the money for a public monument, other than a funerary 
monument.
Janson concludes that the twentieth century has not 
produced the wealth of monuments that the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries produced. He feels that our motto has 
become "God save us from great men, or from ideas that demand 
our entire allegiance" (Janson 1976:51). In other words, 
ever-increasing realism has left us with no flawless people 
and no ideals worth glorifying.
James Mayo questions the meaning of war memorials to a 
society. Mayo's definition of a memorial is very broad. A 
war memorial can be anything from an intentional, public 
statue of General Robert E. Lee to someone's private Civil War 
gun collection. He states that memorials are given meaning by 
broad symbolic, social, and historical experiences (Mayo 
1988:62). According to Mayo, monuments are either sacred or 
profane and have a utilitarian value or do not. For example,
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a shrine is a memorial which is very sacred; however, it does 
not serve a utilitarian purpose (Mayo 1988:63). A hospital 
dedicated to war has an obvious utility for society and at the 
same time preserves the sanctity of the war. A business which 
sells used war remains serves to rid the nation of useless 
items; however, it loses any sense of sacredness. Collections 
of war memorabilia serve no utilitarian purpose to society at 
large and "constitutes nonsacred commemoration" (Mayo 
1988:64).
Mayo lists four "social purposes" of war monuments: 
humanitarianism, honor, service, and identity (Mayo 1988:65). 
"The hierarchy of social purpose enables society to separate 
the sacred from the nonsacred" (Mayo 1988:67). A memorial 
which only identifies the war which took place and provides a 
service, such as a school named after a war hero, are not 
considered to be in the sacred realm. War memorials erected 
by governments provide the social purpose of honor to those 
who served in times of war. Mayo states that a monument 
erected to show the inhumanity of war, such as Holocaust 
memorials, serves the highest social purpose of 
humanitarianism (Mayo 1988:67). Monuments with honor and 
humanitarianism are considered to be in the sacred realm.
"There are two basic social settings for war memorials: 
everyday life and celebration" (Mayo 1988:68). Everyday life
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consists of war memorials in the home, at community buildings, 
signs marking war memorials, and memorials in community open 
space. Celebration consists of war memorials in museums and 
ritual sites for war remembrance. Each of these can be 
divided into sacred and nonsacred sentiment. "Sacred space is 
typically associated with a public landscape" (Mayo 1988:68). 
Therefore, any war memorial which is outdoors or free to the 
public is considered sacred, while monuments which make a 
profit or private collections are nonsacred.
"Ultimately war memorials juxtapose failures and 
successes in realizing human values in the designed landscape" 
(Mayo 1988:70). War memorials graphically depict a
government's failure to prevent war and at the same time they 
show that peace has successfully been restored. A community's 
monument to local people who were victims of war serves to 
remind the community of the loss and to show others outside 
the area the community's patriotism (Mayo 1988:70).
Mayo (1988:62) states that "war memorials are influenced 
by reinterpretations of political history that enhance, 
contradict, or de-emphasize the status of past wars." Along 
with David Lowenthal (1985), he believes that people rewrite 
history according to what they believe is important in the 
present. The values that should be strived for are placed on 
public display in the form of war memorials. The Tomb of the
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Unknown Soldier and the memorial to the flag raising on Iwo 
Jima "reinforce historical beliefs that the United States is 
a just nation regardless of the cause of a particular war" 
(Mayo 1988:74). However, monuments to World War I were 
originally designed to commemorate the "war to end all wars" 
and the idea of eternal peace. This design was no longer 
valid after World War II and World War I's monuments were 
either disregarded or reinterpreted as monuments to those who 
lost their lives.
Monuments represent a large data base of information on 
what Baltimore's elite groups view as significant historic 
people and events. They also illustrate the way people 
interpret past events— glorifying some and disregarding 
others. David Lowenthal's book, The Past is a Foreign 
Country. documents the different ways that people reinterpret 
the past. He states that "individually and collectively we 
revise the inherited past to enhance self-esteem, to 
aggrandize property, to validate power" (Lowenthal 1985:325). 
Societies use monuments to physically create the "correct" 
view of the past for future generations. The people who erect 
monuments have their own agenda, while the people who view 
them form their own interpretations. The audience they are 
created for either appreciates them, ignores them, or defaces 
them. Monuments are artifacts intentionally made for future 
peoples and of course, they were made to be taken at face
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value. However, like most artifacts careful analysis can help 
to see the reality behind the false front.
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METHODOLOGY
The investigation for monuments in Baltimore City was 
begun using a random sample of the city. A random sample was 
chosen as opposed to a survey of the entire city because of 
time constraints. The random sample was created using a map 
of Baltimore, the ADC's Street Map of Baltimore City and 
County. Maryland. This map uses a grid system for location. 
The grid system is divided into 2 000 foot squares. Each 
square or block within the City was assigned a number— 1 to 
589. There were also partial blocks or squares which did not 
measure 2000 square feet. These blocks were numbered 
separately (1 to 83).
Next, a random sample was selected from the whole blocks 
and from the partial blocks. Using Quattro Pro* 4, a computer 
spread sheet program, a 2 5 percent sample of 147 blocks was 
randomly selected from the 589 whole blocks for survey. The 
same process was used for the 2 5 percent sample of the partial 
blocks. Twenty-one partial blocks were selected from the 
total 83 blocks.
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For easy reference, all of the selected blocks were 
highlighted on a copy of the Baltimore city map (Figure 1) . In 
this way, specific areas of the city could be surveyed all at 
once. The vehicular survey started on August 17, 1993 and
consisted of driving each street inside a randomly selected 
block and locating public monuments. Public spaces, such as 
parks and open squares, were covered on foot as these were the 
most likely places for monuments to be located.
When a monument was located inside a selected block, it 
was extensively photographed, located on the city map, and a 
survey sheet was filled out. The survey sheet was formatted 
to obtain all vital information from the monument: date on
the monument, location in the city, person or event 
represented by the monument, the inscription, who erected the 
monument, a verbal description, the material the monument is 
made of, and the condition of the monument.
Once the vehicular survey was completed on November 10, 
1993, the survey sheets were entered into a computer data base 
(Paradox 3.5) for compilation and analysis. The data base 
consisted of 14 categories. Most of these categories were 
from the survey form; however, a few were created to enhance 
certain aspects of the monuments which the survey sheet did 
not highlight. The categories begin with
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locational data, such as, block number and what street(s) the 
monument is located on. Next, information about who or what 
the monument represents and the time period it represents were 
entered. A category for the erector of the monument was added 
to the data base and the date of erection which was usually 
found on the monument. The next two categories were short 
descriptions of the monument type, for example plaque or 
statue, and the materials used to construct the monument. The 
remaining categories recorded the monument's condition, 
specifically any human or environmental damage done to the 
monument, whether or not there was graffiti, and whether or 
not there was trash around the monument.
Once the monuments were entered into the data base, holes 
in the information for some of the monuments were made clear. 
Some of the monuments did not show a date of erection or who 
erected them. Because this information was strategic to the 
analysis, a concerted effort was made to retrieve this 
information from newspaper articles (for those that had 
dates). Information on monuments with no erection dates was 
not available through newspapers and other sources had to be 
consulted. Once as much data had been gathered on each 
monument as possible, the analysis started.
Analysis of the information began by focusing on some of 
the database categories. The monuments were lined up by
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erection date first. Then the monuments were split into three 
categories: war memorials, historic event markers, and people
monuments. Next, the monuments were divided as to whether 
public money, private funds, or a combination of both was used 
to erect them. Using these categories, it was shown what 
types of monuments were erected by what types of groups. 
Also, by comparing monuments in good condition to monuments in 
bad condition it was shown which social groups* monuments 
provoke a reaction from the people who live with them on a day 
to day basis. The analysis led to certain conclusions about 
the monument sample below.
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SURVEY RESULTS
During the vehicular and pedestrian survey of Baltimore 
only one major problem surfaced. Urban decay and poverty have 
placed their unmistakable mark on many areas of the city. 
These high-crime areas are not safe. Some of the chosen 
blocks were in these areas and were not surveyed with the same 
scrutiny as all of the other blocks. No block was skipped 
altogether. However, there is the possibility that a few 
monuments were missed in these specific areas.
Another interesting phenomenon was that most monuments 
were very hard to see while driving past them. There were 
several monuments that were driven by many times and not 
noticed until this survey. Many of the older monuments have 
been overtaken by trees so that they are no longer visible 
from the road. Stopping the vehicle and walking around became 
a standard methodology.
Only seventeen blocks contained monuments out of the 147 
randomly selected whole blocks. No partial blocks were found 
to contain monuments. Of the seventeen blocks which contained 
monuments, only three are not clustered close to the heart of
30
the city (Figure 2) . The monuments in the sample seemed to be 
located in the older sections of Baltimore. In fact, one 
block located next to City Hall (Block 3 31) contained nine 
monuments which is 25 percent of the entire sample. The 
remaining blocks contained one to five monuments each.
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MONUMENT DESCRIPTIONS
Confederate Soldiers and Sailors
Located on Mount Royal Avenue, between Mosher Street and 
Lafayette Avenue, is the monument to the Confederate Soldiers 
and Sailors from Maryland (Figure 3) . This large bronze 
sculpture was erected in 1903 and is the oldest monument in 
the sample. The Maryland Daughters of the Confederacy created 
the monument and placed it in a wealthy residential area of 
Baltimore— Bolton Hill. The statue consists of an angelic 
female figure (Glory) holding a wounded confederate soldier. 
The sculpture is placed on a red granite base and is in a 
small courtyard next to busy Mount Royal Avenue. The monument 
is in very good condition. The ivy around the red granite 
base has become overgrown due to neglect. The monument has 
not been damaged and no graffiti was seen. There was some 
trash around the base.
The United Daughters of the Confederacy is an elite group 
which only accepts descendants of Confederate veterans or 
those who give the Daughters "substantial private support" as 
members (Encyclopaedia Britannica 1988:12:140). This group's 
mission is to encourage remembrance of the Confederate cause 
and the Southern way of life (Encyclopaedia Britannica 
1988:12:140).
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cFigure 4: Spanish War Cannon
Spanish War Cannon
One of the two Spanish War memorials within the sample is 
a small cannon barrel captured from a Spanish ship in 1898 by 
the U.S. S. Dixie (Figure 4). The cannon is mounted on two 
marble supports and is located next to the Spanish War 
Veterans Memorial on a traffic island at the intersection of 
Fayatte Street, Pulaski Highway, and Lakewood Street. There 
are several bronze plaques which supply the details of the 
cannon's capture and presentation to Mayor E. Clay Timanus by 
the officers of the U.S.S. Dixie in 1906. Another bronze 
plate informs the reader that the cannon was later presented 
by the United Spanish War Veterans of Maryland in 1925, to 
whom it was presented remains a mystery. The bronze cannon 
has turned almost completely green; however, it is in good 
shape. There was trash inside the barrel and on the ground. 
No graffiti or human damage was evident.
Union Soldiers and Sailors
Erected six years after the Confederate Soldiers and 
Sailors monument, the Union Soldiers and Sailors monument was 
erected by the state of Maryland in 1909 (Figure 5) . The 
large bronze sculpture dedicated to the Union soldiers and 
sailors from Maryland is of two female figures (Victory
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Figure 5: Union Soldiers and Sailors
and Bellona) pushing a union soldier forward into battle. The 
statue is on top of a large white granite pedestal. The 
pedestal has an inscription on the front and two reliefs on 
either side— one of a cavalry battle and the other of a battle 
at sea. The sculpture stands in front of a decorative exedra 
on top of three steps all made of white granite. The two ends 
of the exedra have bronze plaques mounted on them which 
identify the state as erector and the commission appointed to 
oversee the creation and erection of the monument. The 
monument is located in a small park at the corner of Charles 
and 2 9th streets. This, however, is not its first location. 
The monument was first unveiled in Druid Hill Park near the 
Mt. Royal Avenue entrance (Baltimore Sun 1909:CXLV:16). It 
was moved to its present location when the Jones Falls 
Expressway was constructed in 1959 (Naylor and Naylor 
1987:179N).
The monument is in good condition. The relief of the sea 
battle was cracked probably by environmental factors. There 
is some trash around the monument, but no graffiti or 
vandalism is apparent.
"Star Spangled Banner" Centennial
Two of the monuments in this sample were erected during 
the "Star Spangled Banner" Centennial celebrations in
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Baltimore in 1914. This monument to commemorate the 
centennial of the writing of the Star Spangled Banner is 
located in Patterson Park amidst the cannons of the Rodgers 
Bastion memorial (Figures 6 and 7) . The bronze sculpture is 
of two school children holding an unfurled scroll which 
describes the monuments purpose. The monument was erected 
with funds collected from the students of the public schools 
of Baltimore City. It was purposely erected on the site of 
Rodgers Bastion "where, in September, 1814, the Citizen 
Soldiers of Maryland stood ready to Sacrifice their lives in 
Defense of their homes and their Country" (from the monument).
The statue is in fairly good condition; the girls' face 
and legs have incurred some scratches. No graffiti was 
present and no trash was on the grounds surrounding the 
monument.
Rodgers Bastion Cannons
This is the second monument erected during the Star 
Spangled Banner Centennial celebrations in this sample 
(Figures 8 and 9). Rodgers Bastion was part of a network of 
forts to defend Baltimore during the War of 1812. These forts 
were under the command of Commodore John Rodgers. The bastion 
was located in what is now Patterson Park near the 
intersection of Pratt Street and Patterson Park Avenue. The
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Figures 6 and 7: Star Spangled Banner Centennial
Figures 8 and 9: Rodgers Bastion Cannons
memorial to the fort and to Commodore John Rodgers consists of 
seven cannons. Five are mounted on concrete blocks with 
"1814" marked on the blocks. One has been placed in concrete 
with the barrel pointing straight up. And the seventh cannon 
is mounted on iron legs which rest on two rough granite 
blocks. This cannon has a bronze plaque attached to it which 
describes Rodgers Bastion. The cannons were erected by the 
National "Star Spangled Banner" Centennial Commission, this 
commission was appointed by the city. The monument was 
unveiled by the mayor of Baltimore's son on September 12, 1914 
(Baltimore Sun 1914:CLV:7). The iron cannons were rusting and 
pitted from environmental factors; however, no intentional 
damage had been inflicted on the cannons. The grounds were 
clean of trash and no graffiti was noted.
The Fallsway Fountain
The Fallsway Fountain was unveiled on February 27, 1915 
by the city to commemorate the creation of a transportation 
system from Mount Royal Avenue to Baltimore Street and Market 
Place (Baltimore Sun 1915:CLVI:4). The improvement process 
took place between 1905 and 1911, with city officials and four 
different city commissions overseeing the work. The no longer 
functioning fountain was made out of granite with a female 
figure seated at the top of a high, ornate pedestal (Figure 
10). The female figure holds a jar from which water used to
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Figure 10s The Fallsway Fountain
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flow— this water symbolized the old Jones' Falls which was 
covered over during this time (Baltimore Sun 1915:CLVI:11). 
The pedestal bears the names of all city officials and 
commissioners who worked on this civic improvement to the 
Jones' Falls. The pedestal is flanked by two benches and 
small pedestals with urns on top of them. Across a small 
concrete courtyard is a wall with basins on either end— two at 
the top of the wall and two at the base of the wall for 
watering pets (Rusk 1924:32) (Figure 11). The memorial is now 
located in a small green space in the middle of Guilford 
Street, just south of Biddle Street. The fountain was 
relocated in 1967 only a few feet away from its original 
position when the Fallsway was turned into an interstate. The 
monument was not only in recognition of the construction of 
the Fallsway, it was dedicated to "reconstructed Baltimore, 
the city is practically a new city" (Baltimore Sun 1915:XV:5).
The fountain was in poor condition. The granite has 
weathered making the inscriptions illegible. There was black 
paint on one bench and at the base of the large pedestal. The 
fountain and the green space was covered with trash and dog 
feces. There was a used diaper in one of the basins.
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Conradin Kreutzer Bust/United Singers
A bust of the composer Conradin Kreutzer stands on a 
pedestal in Patterson Park near the corner of Gough Street and 
Patterson Park Drive (Figure 12)* The bronze sculpture was 
won by the United Singers of Baltimore at the 24th National 
Saengerfest in 1915. The United Singers presented the bust to 
the city of Baltimore in 1915. All relevant information is 
inscribed on the granite pedestal supporting the bust. The 
United Singers were socially active— not only performers. The 
group was strongly anti-prohibition and held events to aid 
orphans (Baltimore Sun 1916:CLIX:4). The monument was in good 
condition; however, there was graffiti dated August 29, 1993 
on the pedestal. There was trash on the grounds around the 
base of the pedestal.
Confederate Women
Located at the intersection of Charles Street and 
University Parkway in a small green space is the Confederate 
Women's Memorial (Figure 13). It consists of a large bronze 
sculpture erected in 1918 by the state and private funds from 
the Confederate Veterans and the Daughters of the Confederacy 
(Baltimore Sun 1911:CL:5). The sculpture is of a kneeling 
woman supporting a fallen soldier and another defiant woman 
standing as if to defend the others. The sculpture is on top
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Figures 12 and 13: Conradin Kreutzer Bust and
Confederate Women
of an inscribed red granite pedestal which rests on steps of 
white granite. The monument is surrounded by grass and trees. 
The Confederate Women's Memorial is in very good condition; it 
has not been damaged and is free of graffiti. There was some 
litter on the grounds.
Southwest World War I Monument
Around 1918, the community of Southwest Baltimore erected 
a flagpole with a concrete marker and bronze plaque at its 
base dedicated to the veterans of World War I (Figure 14). A 
United States flag is flown from the pole. The flagpole is 
located in a traffic median at the intersection of Gilmor 
Street, Ramsay Street, and Wilkens Avenue. Also in the 
traffic median is a World War II monument. No mention of the 
monument could be found during the newspaper search. The 
marker and flagpole were in good condition. There were no 
signs of graffiti or human damage apparent. There was litter 
on the traffic median.
World War I Memorial Oak Grove
After World War I, the National Service Star Legion, 
associated with the War Mothers of America, planted a grove of 
swamp oak trees in Druid Hill Park (Figures 15 and 16). The 
grove was in memory of all who died during the war. The first
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World War I Memorial Oak Grove
Figure 17: World War I Cross
trees were planted in 1919— one tree for every state, one for 
Baltimore, one for our allies, one for President Woodrow 
Wilson, and one for General John G. Pershing. Each tree has 
a concrete marker at its base with a brass plaque identifying 
the state or person it was planted for. The memorial also 
consists of two stone markers with bronze plaques flanking the 
path through the grove and a crescent shaped stone pavilion 
with benches overlooking the grove. The stone markers were 
added to the grove in 1942 and the pavilion was dedicated to 
First Lieutenant Merrill Rosenfeld in 1927 by his father 
(Mangus 1985:47). There were several later plantings: one
for President Dwight D. Eisenhower, one for all those who 
served in World War II, one for all those who served in Korea, 
and one for all those who served in Vietnam. The War Mothers 
held Memorial Day ceremonies in the Grove to keep alive the 
memory of the people who died during World War I and to "help 
avert future wars" (Baltimore Sun 1925:177:7). The grove was 
generally in good condition— most of the oak trees were 
healthy looking and the grass had been cut recently. There 
was litter throughout the grove, especially at the pavilion. 
The pavilion itself has not been maintained; however, there 
was no graffiti or vandalism noted.
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World War I Cross
In a small park at the corner of Charles and Bishop 
Street, stands a large granite cross dedicated to the "dead 
heroes" of World War I (Figure 17). The cross has engraved 
decoration and rests on a stepped granite platform. The 
second step bears a bronze plaque with the names of the fallen 
and the opposite side is inscribed. The cross was erected by 
the Cathedral of the Incarnation in 192 0 (Naylor and Naylor 
1988:141N) . The large cross has not been damaged in any way—  
there was no graffiti or vandalism apparent. There was litter 
on the ground.
Overlea World War I Memorial
On the corner of Belair Road and Shannon Street, in 
Herring Run Park, stands a memorial to the "Boys" from the 
Overlea community who died or served in World War I (Figure 
18) . The memorial consists of a large granite stone with a 
bronze scroll draped over it and an eagle holding the top of 
the scroll with spread wings. The inscription is on the 
scroll. The monument is surrounded by shrubs. The people of 
the community erected the monument in 1921 on land donated to 
the city by John H. Raspe. The memorial was in good 
condition; although the shrubs have been allowed to grow.
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Figure 18s Overlea World War I Memorial
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Figure 19: War Memorial Building
There was litter on the ground. No graffiti or damage to the 
monument was noted.
War Memorial Building
Dedicated to the people of Maryland who served and who 
died during World War I is a large classical building which 
takes up a city block in downtown Baltimore (Figure 19) . The 
building is located in the block of Lexington, Gay, Fayette, 
and North Frederick Streets and was built in 1925. This large 
memorial was erected by the state of Maryland and the city of 
Baltimore, each of which elected a commission to handle the 
creation. The memorial building is constructed of limestone, 
has six columns in front, three shiny brass doors, and a 
flight of steps leading up to it. On either side of the steps 
are two granite sculptures which represent the armed forces 
which served during the war. There are many weapons around 
the outside of the building which were war prizes from World 
War I. The War Memorial building was built to serve the 
"various military organizations which . . . form[ed] out of
the veterans of this war" (Baltimore Sun 1925:25:18). The 
building currently holds meetings and services for veteran 
organizations of many wars and it houses a war museum. The 
building was in very good condition and there were no obvious 
signs of damage. There was some litter on the premises and 
graffiti on some of the walls.
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Woman's Temperance Union Fountain
A fountain was erected by the Woman's Christian 
Temperance Union in 1927 in War Memorial Plaza, parallel to 
Holliday Street and facing the War Memorial Building. It is 
a concrete wall with a rectangular shaped basin and three 
circular spouts (Figure 2 0). The inscription is on the wall 
above and between the spouts. According to the Baltimore Sun 
(1927:181:24), the fountain was in honor of former service men 
of Maryland who fought in World War I. The Union is an 
organization which was (and is) very strongly for prohibition. 
They are also for "the protection of the home . . . and the
triumph of the golden rule in custom and law" (Tooze 
1993:107). The fountain was currently dry and had definite 
stains from water and pollution. The spouts had been chipped 
by the environment. There were no signs of graffiti and only 
minor amounts of litter.
World War I Congressional Medal Winners
A monument stands to one side of the intersection of 
Dolphin Street, Howard Street, and Park Avenue dedicated to 
two soldiers from Maryland who earned the Congressional Medal 
of Honor during World War I (Figure 21) . The soldiers, 
Charles Hazeltine Hammann and Henry Gilbert Costin, performed 
heroic acts above and beyond the call of duty. The monument
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Figure 20s Woman's Temperance Union Fountain
Figure 21: World War I Congressional Medal Winners
dedicated to them is constructed of stacked granite blocks 
carved with decorative symbols along with the inscription and 
topped with a carved flame of granite. The monument stands on 
a brick walk and is flanked on either side by cannon barrels 
which are mounted so that they are pointing away from the 
monument. A small green space encompasses the monument with 
trees planted around it. The monument was erected by the 
United States Navy, the American Legion, and the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars in 1939 (Naylor and Naylor 1988:90W). The 
monument had not been defaced or damaged. There was no trash 
on the grounds.
Edward Henry Bouton Pedestal
A small, decorative concrete and plaster pedestal mounted 
on octagonal-shaped stone steps was erected in honor of Edward 
Henry Bouton (1859-1941) the developer of four successful 
residential areas in Baltimore between 1891 and 1924 (Figure 
22) . A small plague mounted on the top step explains the 
pedestal's purpose. However, no mention was made on the 
plaque as to who erected the monument or when. The pedestal 
is located in a park near the intersection of Greenway Street, 
St. Paul Street, and University Parkway. The park is in 
Guilford which was one of Bouton's developments. No other 
information could be found on this monument during the 
newspaper search. The pedestal was in very poor condition.
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Figure 22: Edward Henry Bouton Pedestal
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Figure 23: First Rendering of Star Spangled Banner
It was chipped at the top, cracked all over, and appeared to 
be used as a launching pad for firecrackers. There was broken 
glass and litter on the steps and around the monument in 
general. No graffiti was recorded.
First Rendering of "Star Spangled Banner"
A small plaque at the base of a flagpole flying the 
United States flag commemorates the first public rendering in 
1814 of the "Star Spangled Banner" at the Holliday Street 
Theatre (Figures 2 3 and 24) . The flagpole is at the corner of 
Holliday and Fayette Streets in War Memorial Plaza where the 
Holliday Street Theatre stood in 1814. The plaque was created 
by the Baltimore Lodge of Elks and presented on June 14, 1941, 
the 164th birthday of the flag (Baltimore Sun 1941:209:9). 
The plaque was turning green and the concrete base it was 
mounted on was stained green. There was no graffiti or trash 
around the plaque. The flag was frayed and faded.
Southwest World War II Monument
Once again the people of Southwest Baltimore erected a 
monument to the men and women from their community who served 
in a World War, this time the second World War. Located in 
the same traffic median as the flagpole dedicated to the 
veterans of the first World War, this monument is more
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Figure 24: Star Spangled Banner Flagstaff
Figure 25: Southwest World War II Monument
substantial (Figure 25) . Stone blocks make up a sign type 
monument with concrete detailing on the sides and top. On one 
side a plaque is formed of concrete and on the other side a 
bronze plaque is mounted. Both plaques bear inscriptions. 
The memorial was dedicated in 1945. The monument was in poor 
condition— it has been damaged by human hands. There was 
graffiti present on one of the plaques and there was broken 
glass and litter on the ground around it.
Spanish War Veterans
The second Spanish War memorial in the sample is 
dedicated to the United Spanish War Veterans— 1898 to 1902. 
It is located next to the Spanish War Cannon at the 
intersection of Fayatte Street, Pulaski Highway, and Lakewood 
Street (Figure 2 6) . The memorial consists of a bronze 
sculpture of a Spanish War soldier holding a rifle on a white 
granite pedestal. The pedestal is resting on a square, 
granite step. The entire memorial is surrounded by a low cast 
iron fence. The statue was dedicated in 194 6 by the state of 
Maryland with the governor and the mayor of Baltimore giving 
speeches (Baltimore Sun 1946:73:31). The sculpture was in 
very good shape; however, the pedestal had graffiti on one 
side. There was trash on the grounds surrounding the statue.
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Figure 26: Spanish War Veterans
Figure 27: General Lee and Stonewall Jackson
General Lee and Stonewall Jackson
The fourth and final Civil War monument in the sample was 
erected by the estate of J. Henry Ferguson in 1948 and is 
dedicated to General Robert E. Lee and General Stonewall 
Jackson (Casey 1948) (Figure 27) . The monument consists of a 
bronze sculpture of the two generals on horseback mounted on 
a white granite block on top of a stepped platform. The 
platform is a square with benches on two sides to form a 
courtyard. The base contains a quote from both generals and 
the top step of the platform is inscribed with the purpose of 
the monument. The memorial is placed on the edge of a park 
near the intersection of Wyman Park Drive, Howard Street, and 
Art Museum Drive. J. Henry Ferguson, a banker, died in 1928 
and left $100,000 for the creation of the statue (Baltimore 
Sun 194 6:73:30) . The monument was in very good condition with 
only some litter visible around the court yard. No vandalism 
or graffiti was recorded.
Loyola School Centennial Plaque
Loyola College and High School erected a small bronze 
plaque to honor the school1 s war dead and its one hundred year 
anniversary in 1952 (Figure 28) . The plaque is mounted on the 
base of a flagpole, similar to the plaque for the first 
rendering of the "Star Spangled Banner." The flagpole is
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Figure 28s Loyola School Centennial Plaque
Figure 29: Memorial Stadium
located near the corner of Holliday and Lexington Streets in 
War Memorial Plaza. It is located at the site of the school's 
founding. The plaque has turned green and has stained the 
concrete base. There were also white graffiti marks on the 
plaque and on the base. No trash was located in the immediate 
area.
Memorial Stadium
An athletic stadium, constructed in 1954 by the city of 
Baltimore, was dedicated to all veterans of World Wars (Figure 
29) . The stadium is located on 3 3rd Street between Ellerslie 
and Ednor Streets. The dedication is on the front of the 
stadium in large aluminum letters for anyone entering to see. 
The stadium is currently not used. It was in very good 
condition with no damage to the aluminum letters and a flag 
still flies in front of the stadium. No graffiti was 
recorded. There was litter on the grounds of the stadium.
Brooklyn War Monument
Along East Patapsco Avenue between 2nd and 3rd Streets 
stands a monument to those who served in all of America's wars 
from the Brooklyn, Curtis Bay, Fairfield area (Figure 30) . 
The monument was erected in 1955. It consists of an inscribed 
large granite rectangular stone placed on top of three granite
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steps. A bronze eagle with spread wings sits on the top of 
the large stone. The monument is on a hillside and is flanked 
by sidewalks leading up to it. There are trees and shrubs 
planted around the monument. The memorial was in good 
condition. There was some paint on the stone and litter on 
the ground.
James Cardinal Gibbons Plaque
A bronze plaque was mounted to the base of a concrete urn 
which marks the entrance to War Memorial Plaza near the corner 
of Gay and Fayette Streets (Figure 31) . The plaque is a 
memorial to James Cardinal Gibbons— "America's first prince of 
the church." He was born on the site on July 23, 1834. A
likeness of Gibbons is impressed at the top of the plaque. 
The plaque was erected some time after 1967 "on behalf of the 
people of Baltimore" by Theodore Roosevelt McKeldin, who was 
mayor of Baltimore (1943-1947; 1963-1967) and governor of
Maryland (1951-1959). The memorial was in very good 
condition. No vandalism or graffiti had been inflicted on the 
plaque. There was no trash in the surrounding area.
Boy Scout Armory
In 1969, the Women's Club of Mt. Washington erected a 
monument at the site of the first Boy Scout Drill Armory built
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in America (Figure 32). The armory was built in 1911. The 
Women's Club placed a commemorative granite stone with a 
bronze plaque mounted on it in a garden setting. There are 
two benches in the park; however, neither one faces the stone. 
The stone and park are well maintained. There was no litter 
on the grounds. The bronze plaque did not show any signs of 
damage or graffiti.
Elwood L. Brown Memorial/Wall of Pride
The most unconventional memorial in the sample was the 
mural dedicated to Elwood L. Brown, a policeman for the city 
of Baltimore (Figure 33) . The mural, called the Wall of 
Pride, consists of portraits of many famous African people 
from Ramses II to Fredrick Douglas to Bob Marley. The mural 
even includes a painting of a 2,500 year old stone head found 
in Mexico that bears African features. The final portrait to 
the right of the mural is of Elwood Brown, who helped young 
children from the area by being involved in the Police Boys' 
Club. Brown died in 1972. The mural is located on the side 
of a large building and is faced by several benches. A 
playground and basketball court are next to the mural at the 
corner of Cumberland and Carey Streets. The mural and 
playground are in very good condition— no vandalism was 
recorded. There was no graffiti and only a few pieces of
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Figure 33s Elwood L. Brown Memorial/Wall of Pride
trash near the benches. The mural does not list the date it 
was painted, nor who paid for its creation.
Baltimore Police Department Memorial
The Baltimore City Police Department erected a memorial 
to all of its members, even future ones, at the corner of 
Fayette and President Streets (Figure 34). The monument is 
located one block away from Police Central Headquarters in 
downtown Baltimore. The memorial's stated purpose is to 
memorialize all police officers, especially those that have 
made the "supreme sacrifice," since the inception of the 
police department in 1784. The monument was dedicated in 1978 
by then police commissioner, Donald D. Pomerleau. The 
memorial consists of a small park with grass and trees. A 
three foot high concrete wall bears a bronze plaque which 
informs the reader of the park's purpose. On either side of 
the plaque are Baltimore Police shields. In front of the wall 
is a brick walk with three concrete and grass steps leading up 
to it. Lamp posts have been erected at either end of the 
wall. The park itself consists of planted trees, some of 
which bear plaques dedicating them to officers from their 
families. There is a large flagpole across from the concrete 
wall which flies the United States flag, the Maryland state 
flag, and the Baltimore city flag. There are benches along 
the circular brick drive which goes through the park. The
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Figure 34s Baltimore Police Department Memorial
Figure 35: Paul R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell
memorial park is small and is being overrun currently by the 
improvements to President Street behind it. The condition of 
the park was generally good, with no trash in the park and 
only some graffiti on the flagpole.
Paul R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell
Harborsound, the official bell of Baltimore, is located 
along the Inner Harbor, parallel to Light Street (Figure 35). 
The bronze bell is mounted in a large steel tower which is U- 
shaped with two cross bars. The lower cross bar has three 
bronze plagues mounted on it. The bell was dedicated to Paul 
R. Palmbaum*s memory in 1981, a gift from Maggie Palmbaum, the 
Arundel Corporation, Martin G. Imbach, Inc., Jarvis Steel & 
Lumber Co. , Inc., Maryland Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. , and the 
McLean Contracting Co. The bell and tower were in very good 
condition, with no vandalism or graffiti recorded. No litter 
was noticed around the base of the tower.
Coast Guard Cannon
A small iron cannon was given to Mayor William D. 
Schaefer and the citizens of Baltimore in 1981 by the U.S. 
Coast Guard Marine Safety Office (Figure 3 6). The cannon is 
mounted on wood supports on top of a circular piece of granite 
which has a bronze plaque attached to it. It is located along
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Figure 36: Coast Guard Cannon
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Figure 37: McKeldin Square Plaque
the Inner Harbor parallel to Light Street and next to the Paul 
R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell. No damage had been inflicted on 
the cannon and no graffiti was recorded. There was a small 
amount of litter.
McKeldin Square
McKeldin Square is located at the Inner Harbor of 
Baltimore city at the intersection of Pratt, Light, and 
Calvert Streets (Figures 37 and 38) . The square is dedicated 
to Theodore R. McKeldin, mayor of Baltimore (1943-1947, 1963- 
1967) and governor of Maryland (1951-1959), who instigated the 
re-development of the Inner Harbor area. Mayor William Donald 
Schaefer and the citizens of Baltimore paid for the 
construction of the square in 1982. The monument consists of 
a brick square with potted plants and benches. There is a 
bronze plaque flush with the ground amongst 10 flagpoles at 
the corner of Pratt and Light Streets. The flagpoles are 
flying multi-colored, decorative flags. The square was in 
good condition. One of the flagpoles was dented and was not 
flying a flag. There was some litter around the square. No 
graffiti was detected.
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Butchers Hill Best Neighborhood Award
Located in the northwest corner of Patterson Park is a 
small monument to the community of Butchers Hill, presented by 
the city of Baltimore and Mayor William Donald Schaefer 
(Figure 39). The Butchers Hill area won a contest for best 
neighborhood associated with the "Baltimore is Best" program 
in 1983. The monument consists of two large square granite 
stones and two smaller rectangular stones mounted vertically 
on an aluminum stand. The larger square stones are rough on 
one side and carved on the other with a star like depression. 
The inscription is on one of the large stones on the carved 
side. The monument's aluminum frame has been bent and there 
was graffiti on one of the granite squares and on the frame. 
There was litter in the immediate vicinity.
H. John Freeman/United Singers
At the base of the Conradin Kreutzer bust is a small 
marker dedicated to H. John Freeman (1892-1984) the tenor 
soloist with the United Singers at the Saengerfest in 1915 
(Figure 40) . The bronze plaque is affixed to a concrete 
marker and was erected at the 70 th anniversary of the 
Saengerfest in 1985. No mention is made of who erected the 
monument. The concrete marker has a chip off of one edge and
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H. John Freeman/United Singers
Figure 41: Veterans Park
there was litter in the immediate area. No graffiti was 
noted.
Veterans Park
Veterans Park is a small spot set aside for all who were 
wounded while serving the United States in times of war. It 
was erected in 198 6 by Mayor William D. Schaefer and the city 
of Baltimore (Figure 41) . It is located near the War Memorial 
Building along North Frederick Street where it intersects with 
Fayette Street. The park consists of a paved area in a half 
circle shape with a brick podium flanked by two concrete 
columns. The podium has a bronze plaque mounted on it which 
explains the parks presence. There are three flagpoles just 
beyond the paved area. Trees have been planted inside and 
outside of the paved area. The memorial park was in good 
condition with only a few pieces of litter on the grounds. No 
graffiti or damage was recorded.
Holocaust Memorial
The Holocaust Memorial is located at the corner of 
Lombard and Gay Streets (Figure 42) . From a distance the 
bronze sculpture appears to be a large flame; however, upon 
closer inspection the flame is made up of human bodies— men, 
women, and children. All of the bodies appear to be starved
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Figure 42: Holocaust Memorial
Figure 43: Maryland Vietnam Veterans Memorial
and are being consumed by the flame. The sculpture rests on 
top of a smooth black marble, cylindrical pedestal in which 
the words are carved, "Those who cannot remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it." This is a quote from George 
Santayana. The memorial was given to the city by private 
citizens Jeanne and Melvin Berger and Jean and Jack Luskin in 
1987. It sits in a park next to a college. The bronze 
sculpture and marble pedestal were in very good condition. 
There was no sign of graffiti or vandalism. There was a small 
amount of litter in the park. This was in contrast to the 
homeless people sleeping in the park.
Maryland Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Across from the Inner Harbor in Middle Branch Park is the 
Memorial to the Maryland veterans of the Vietnam War (Figure 
43). This modern memorial was dedicated in 1989 and erected 
by the Maryland Vietnam Veterans Memorial Commission formed by 
the state of Maryland. Donations for the monument were made 
by the state and private groups. The monument is in a park 
with planted trees and shrubs and overlooks the Patapsco 
River. A circular exedra of granite has all the names of 
those who lost their lives or are missing in action in Vietnam 
in alphabetical order. At the entrance to the circle was a 
wall with the name of the monument flanked by two flagpoles. 
The monument was in pristine condition along with the
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surrounding grounds. There was no trash, graffiti, or 
vandalism apparent. In fact, the memorial is visited often as 
attested to by the flowers left behind.
Baltimore Fire Department Memorial
On the corner of Gay and Lexington Streets, outside of 
the headquarters of the Baltimore City Fire Department, stands 
a bronze sculpture of a fireman holding an axe (Figure 44). 
The sculpture is mounted on a red granite block with an 
inscription on it. The monument is simply dedicated to the 
members of the Baltimore City Fire Department. The 
inscription does not give a date of erection. The sculpture 
was in very good condition, with no graffiti or vandalism 
recorded. There was some litter on the ground around the base 
of the statue.
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Figure 44s Baltimore Fire Department Memorial
SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY
Thirty-six monuments or memorials were found within the 
randomly selected blocks. The monuments range in date of 
erection from 1903 to 1989— almost a century of time (Table 
1) . The most monument erection activity in a decade was 
between 1980 and 1989 with 22 percent of the monument sample 
unveiled in this time period. The next most active period was 
between 1910 and 1919 with 19 percent. The people of these 
two decades produced 41 percent of the monument sample. The 
remaining decades within the sample saw the erection of 
between one and five monuments each. One monument's date of 
erection could not be found during the background research.
The majority of monuments in the sample represent an 
event. Twenty of the memorials are dedicated to war— from the 
War of 1812 to the Vietnam War. The only major conflicts not 
represented are the Revolution and the Korean War. The other 
events represented by seven of the monuments are historic in 
nature, such as the first rendering of the "Star Spangled 
Banner" in public. The remaining 10 monuments are dedicated 
to people. Civic leaders to solo tenors are represented 
(Table 2).
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TABLE 1: MONUMENTS BY DATE OF ERECTION
DATE MONUMENT
1903 Confederate Soldiers and Sailors
1906 Spanish War Cannon
1909 Union Soldiers and Sailors
1914 Star Spangled Banner Centennial
1914 Rodgers Bastion Cannons
1915 Fallsway Fountain
1915 Conradin Kreutzer Bust/United Singers
1918 Confederate Women
1918 Southwest World War I Monument
1919 World War I Memorial Oak Grove
1920 World War I Cross
1921 Overlea World War I Memorial
1925 War Memorial Building
1927 Woman's Temperance Union Fountain
1939 World War I Congressional Medal Winners
1941 Edward Henry Bouton Pedestal
1941 First Rendering of Star Spangled Banner
1945 Southwest World War II Monument
1946 Spanish War Veterans
1948 General Lee and Stonewall Jackson
1952 Loyola School Centennial Plaque
1954 Memorial Stadium
1955 Brooklyn War Monument
1967 James Cardinal Gibbons Birth Site Plaque
1969 First Boy Scout Armory
1972 Elwood L. Brown Memorial/Wall of Pride
1978 Baltimore Police Department Memorial
1981 Paul R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell
1981 Coast Guard Cannon
1982 McKeldin Square
1983 Butchers Hill Best Neighborhood Award
1985 H. John Freeman/United Singers Memorial
1986 Veterans Park
1987 Holocaust Memorial
1989 Maryland Vietnam Veterans
Unknown Baltimore Fire Department Memorial
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TABLE 2: MONUMENTS GROUPED BY REPRESENTATION
WAR MONUMENTS Rodgers Bastion Cannons
(55%)
Confederate Soldiers and Sailors
Confederate Women
General Lee and Stonewall Jackson
Union Soldiers and Sailors
Spanish War Cannon
Spanish War Veterans
World War I Cross
Southwest World War I Monument
World War I Memorial Oak Grove
World War I Congressional Medal Winners
Overlea World War I Memorial
World War I Memorial Building
Woman1s Temperance Union Fountain
Southwest World War II Monument
Holocaust Memorial
Maryland Vietnam Veterans
Memorial Stadium
Brooklyn War Monument
Veterans Park
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED): MONUMENTS GROUPED BY REPRESENTATION
HISTORIC
EVENTS
MONUMENTS
(17%)
Star Spangled Banner Centennial
Fallsway Fountain
Conradin Kreutzer Bust/United Singers
First Rendering of Star Spangled Banner
Loyola School Centennial Plaque
First Boy Scout Armory
PEOPLE
MONUMENTS
(28%)
Edward Henry Bouton Pedestal
James Cardinal Gibbons Plaque
Baltimore Fire Department Memorial
Elwood L. Brown Memorial/Wall of Pride
Baltimore Police Department Memorial
Paul R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell
Coast Guard Cannon
McKeldin Square
Butchers Hill Best Neighborhood Award
H. John Freeman/United Singers Memorial
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As the survey of Baltimore was being carried out, it 
became obvious that monuments could be found in all areas of 
the city, including poor residential areas. Monuments were 
most likely to be found in parks and near government 
buildings. In fact, at the completion of the survey, 42 
percent of the monuments were in parks and 2 0 percent were 
around City Hall. Poor residential areas and wealthy business 
districts contained 11 percent each of the monument sample. 
Eight percent of the monuments were located in opulent 
residential areas and the same percentage was located in 
middle class neighborhoods. The only very obvious portions of 
the city to contain no monuments at all were the heavily 
industrial sections.
Fifty-six percent of the monuments were erected by 
private funds, 3 9 percent were raised by public monies, and 
five percent of the monuments were erected by a combined 
effort of public and private organizations (Table 3). Within 
these categories of private and public dollars, it is 
interesting to note what types of money went to war memorials, 
historic event markers, or people monuments. Fifty-five 
percent of the monuments in the private money category were 
war memorials, while 50 percent of the monuments in the public 
money group went to these types of monuments. Twenty-five 
percent of the monuments in the private money group were 
historic event markers and only
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TABLE 3: MONUMENT ERECTORS
ERECTOR TYPE MONUMENT
PRIVATE FUNDS Confederate Soldiers and Sailors
(56%)
General Lee and Stonewall Jackson
Spanish War Cannon
World War I Cross
Southwest World War I Monument
World War I Memorial Oak Grove
Overlea World War I Memorial
Woman1s Temperance Union Fountain
Southwest World War II Monument
Holocaust Memorial
Brooklyn War Monument
Star Spangled Banner Centennial
Conradin Kreutzer Bust/United Singers
First Rendering of Star Spangled Banner
Loyola School Centennial Plaque
First Boy Scout Armory
Edward Henry Bouton Pedestal
Elwood L. Brown Memorial/Wall of Pride
Paul R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell
H. John Freeman/United Singers Memorial
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED): MONUMENT ERECTORS
ERECTOR TYPE MONUMENT
GOVERNMENT/ Rodgers Bastion Cannons
PUBLIC FUNDS 
(39%) Union Soldiers and Sailors
Spanish War Veterans
World War I Congressional Medal Winners
World War I Memorial Building
Memorial Stadium
Veterans Park
Fallsway Fountain
Cardinal Gibbons Plague
Baltimore Fire Department Memorial
Baltimore Police Department Memorial
Coast Guard Cannon
McKeldin Sguare
Butchers Hill Best Neighborhood Award
GOVERNMENT Confederate Women
AND PRIVATE 
FUNDS f5%} Maryland Vietnam Veterans
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seven percent of the monuments in the public money category 
were of this type. Twenty percent of the monuments in the 
private money group were people monuments, while 4 3 percent of 
the monuments in the public money group were people monuments. 
The five percent of the monuments which were erected using a 
combination of private and public funds were war memorials. 
Obviously war memorials make up the bulk of the monument 
sample and both private and public money sources seem to find 
them of equal importance. Private money sources appear to 
erect most of the historic event monuments, while public money 
sources erect the monuments dedicated to people.
Table 4 shows the condition of each monument according to 
the presence ( + ) or absence (-) of human damage, graffiti, and 
trash. The presence of human damage means that a person 
physically abused the monument: for instance, the scratches
on the legs of the statue commemorating the "Star Spangled 
Banner" centennial. Most of the monuments have suffered 
damage; however, it is environmental abuse. The second 
condition category is graffiti which was defined as any 
markings on the monument. For example, the Fallsway Fountain 
had patches of black paint on it and the Conradin Kreutzer 
Bust had been written on in black marker. The trash category 
simply records if there was litter, broken glass, etc., on the 
ground around the monument.
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TABLE 4: MONUMENT CONDITION
Monument Damage Graffiti Trash
Rodgers Bastion Cannons - - -
Confederate Soldiers and Sailors - - +
Confederate Women - - +
General Lee and Stonewall Jackson - - +
Union Soldiers and Sailors - - +
Spanish War Cannon - - +
Spanish War Veterans - + +
World War I Cross - - +
Southwest World War I Monument - - +
World War I Memorial Oak Grove - - +
World War I Congressional Medal
Winners - - -
Overlea World War I Memorial - - +
World War I Memorial Building - + +
Woman's Temperance Union Fountain - - -
Southwest World War II Monument + + +
Holocaust Memorial - - +
Maryland Vietnam Veterans - - -
Memorial Stadium - - +
Brooklyn War Monument - + +
Veterans Park - - +
Star Spangled Banner Centennial + - -
Fallsway Fountain - + +
Conradin Kreutzer Bust - + +
First Rendering of
Star Spangled Banner - - -
Loyola School Centennial Plaque - + -
First Boy Scout Armory - - -
Edward Henry Bouton Pedestal + - +
James Cardinal Gibbons Plaque - - -
Baltimore Fire Department Memorial - - +
Elwood L. Brown Memorial - - +
Baltimore Police Department Memorial - + -
Paul R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell - - -
Coast Guard Cannon - +
McKeldin Square + - +
Butchers Hill Best Neighborhood Award + + +
H. John Freeman Memorial + - +
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There are six monuments within the sample which have some 
form of human damage. That is approximately 17 percent which 
have been vandalized. Twenty-five percent of the monuments 
have been defaced by graffiti. Litter was a problem for many 
of the monuments. The presence of trash was recorded for 2 5 
of the monuments or 69 percent of the sample.
When the condition of the monuments is compared to what 
each monument represents some interesting percentages result. 
Of the 2 0 war memorials, only one was damaged by human hand or 
five percent. Approximately 17 percent of the six monuments 
to historic events had been vandalized. Forty percent of the 
10 people monuments had been damaged. Obviously, within this 
sample the monuments to people incur the greatest wrath from 
people. On the other hand, historic event markers tend to 
invite more graffiti. Fifty percent of these markers had been 
defaced in this way, while 2 0 percent of the war memorials and 
2 0 percent of the people monuments bore graffiti. Trash was 
a big problem for both war memorials and people monuments 
within the sample. Litter was around 80 percent of the war 
memorials and it was around 70 percent of the people 
monuments. Only 3 3 percent of the historic event markers 
recorded the presence of trash.
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CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions reached are from a combination of the 
survey results listed above, historic background for each 
monument, and personal observation. The work of Deetz (1977), 
Janson (1976), and Mayo (1988) also play an important role.
MONUMENT LOCATION
As noted above, the majority of the monuments in the 
sample were found in the heart of the city. At first this is 
a logical finding because the older sections of the city would 
contain more monuments as these sections have been around 
longer. These sections have witnessed more history. However, 
the last time Baltimore expanded its boundaries was in 1918 
(Olson 1980:302). Only 25 percent of the monument sample had 
been unveiled by 1918. The remaining 75 percent were created 
after the city's size increased, yet the monuments continued 
to be located near the oldest part of town.
Monument location has to do with several factors. Some 
monuments are located on the historic spot they represent:
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for instance, the Rodgers Bastion Cannons are located on the 
hill where Rodgers Bastion actually was. Most of the 
monuments in the sample are located for visibility factors. 
The majority of the monuments in the sample are located in 
parks so residents and visitors to the city will see them as 
they walk by. The second largest majority of monuments in the 
sample have been placed near City Hall in a plaza which serves 
as a park. These monuments are strategically located so that 
they are viewed by people who do business with the city and 
those who tour the city. This type of prominent monument 
location is explained by Janson. He states that governments 
use public monuments to "impress the public and build 
devotion" (Janson 1976:39). A question here would be what are 
the public monuments in Baltimore city impressing upon the 
public?
An answer to the question can be found by focusing on the 
monuments in the sample located around City Hall (see Appendix 
I, Figure 50) . The War Memorial Building is the largest 
monument and it is directly across from City Hall. This 
building is almost as large as City Hall and cannot be missed 
by passersby. The War Memorial Building shouts to the world 
that Baltimore sacrificed her men during World War I. The War 
Memorial's temple-like qualities tend to reinforce Mayo's 
ideas of a sacred war memorial. Mayo (1988:70) might state 
that the building lets the government honor those who served
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while apologizing for making them serve. Veterans Park serves 
the same purpose as the War Memorial Building; however, it 
lacks the volume of the building. Situated behind the 
impressive War Memorial Building, the park seems small and 
inconsequential. Erected in 1986, it seems to be a memorial 
in hindsight since the last major conflict the United States 
was involved in ended in 1975. The other war memorial located 
near City Hall is the Woman's Christian Temperance Union 
Fountain. The fountain was dedicated to those who fought in 
World War I and faces the War Memorial Building. The fountain 
was not running water at the time of the survey, and it did 
not appear to be functional. The fountain may be symbolic of 
a group whose political influence with city officials has 
waned over the years.
A plaque commemorating the birth site of James Cardinal 
Gibbons is also located near City Hall. With this plaque, the 
city shows its affiliation with great people. The famous 
James Cardinal Gibbons was born on this spot. Thus, the city 
is capable of producing caring, intelligent human beings. 
Also, the city depicts how it is capable of great events. 
There are two plaques across from City Hall which are 
dedicated to historic events— the First Rendering of the "Star 
Spangled Banner" plaque and the 100th anniversary of Loyola 
College plaque. Baltimore proves its worth to the nation by 
declaring itself home of the national anthem. The plaque to
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Loyola College connects Baltimore to higher learning. The 
city shows its support of education by locating this plaque 
near City Hall.
The other two monuments connected with City Hall are the 
memorials to the Police Department and the Fire Department. 
The Police Department memorial promotes the sacrifices police 
persons have made over the years, thus, provoking admiration 
and respect for the current police force. The Fire 
Departments statue depicts a strong man ready to break open 
a building and save a life. This statue also tries to provoke 
admiration and respect for the life threatening actions 
members of the Fire Department take.
By locating certain monuments near City Hall, city 
officials can connect themselves with themes of sacrifice, 
intelligence, and national pride. They promote respect for 
the city itself through its connections with eminent people 
and important events.
Another type of monument placement draws different 
conclusions. Some monuments are located next to main roads so 
people see them as they drive past. However, this type of 
placement is not practical for close up viewing of these 
monuments. This type of roadside placement renders public
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monuments less effective (see Appendix I, Figures 47, 48, 49, 
and 53).
The eight monuments in the sample which are by the 
roadside were erected by public and private sources; one is 
erected by both sources. Therefore, where the money came from 
to erect the monument did not have any influence over its 
placement. Another possible answer to poor location of 
monuments lies in the fact that some of the groups which 
erected the monuments did not have as much influence as other 
groups; or the event the monument represents was not as 
popular. The date of erection is an obvious factor involved 
in lack of influence and unpopular monuments, for example, the 
monument to the Spanish War Veterans. The monument was 
erected forty-four years after the end of the Spanish War— not 
to mention after two world wars. The World War I 
Congressional Medal Winners monument shares a similar fate. 
It was constructed in 1939 or twenty-one years after World War 
I ended and on the eve of World War II. These two dated war 
monuments probably seemed trivial to city officials who had 
moved on to bigger and better wars.
Another monument which is poorly located is the Fallsway 
Fountain. The fountain was created by people with a great 
deal of influence; for example, the mayor of the city was 
involved heavily. However, over time, the reason for the
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monument's erection has disappeared— the Fallsway has been 
turned into a major interstate to downtown Baltimore. Thus, 
the Fallsway Fountain has been shoved aside, literally, to 
make room for the same kind of progress it once heralded.
DATES OF ERECTION
Another interesting result of the survey was the times at 
which monuments were erected. The following graph depicts the 
monument sample over time (Graph 1) . It appears from the 
sample that monuments were most popular between 1910 and 1919 
and between 1980 and 1989. These two periods produced over a 
third of the monument sample. The first time period, 1910 to 
1919, was quite busy for the city. In 1914, the city 
celebrated the centennial of the writing of the "Star Spangled 
Banner" and the 100 years of peace between English-speaking 
countries. According to the Baltimore Sun, many monuments 
were a product of this week-long celebration (Baltimore Sun 
1914:CLV:5). Two of the monuments in the sample were erected 
during this centennial observance. In 1917, the United States 
joined the fighting in Europe during World War I. The "Great 
War" spawned many memorials to people who sacrificed their 
lives. The monument sample reflects the amount of loss people 
felt over the carnage of a world-wide war. Almost 2 0 percent 
of the sample is World War I memorials. It seems that by the 
time World War II passes the citizens of Baltimore have grown
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less horrified of war. Only 11 percent of the entire sample 
is dedicated to World War II. Graph 1 shows the fairly steady 
production of war memorials over time until the sixties and 
seventies. These two decades did not produce any war 
memorials according to the sample. Only four monuments were 
unveiled during the sixties and the seventies: three honored
people and one was dedicated to an historic event. These four 
monuments depict the rising trend of people oriented monuments 
in the eighties.
The revival of the public monument in the 1980s shown by 
the sample is interesting (Graph 1) . Unlike the first period 
noted for multiple memorials, the 1980s produced memorials to 
people and wars; not to historic events. Five of the eight 
monuments erected in the eighties were dedicated to a person 
or a group of people. The remaining three were war memorials; 
needless to say, war did not lose its potency for producing 
monuments. However, these war memorials are all on a very 
personal level. Veterans Park is the only monument in the 
sample which specifically honors disabled veterans as opposed 
to soldiers in general. The Holocaust Memorial actually 
honors civilian victims of war instead of soldiers. Finally, 
the Maryland Vietnam Veterans Memorial lists every name from 
the state of those that lost their lives or went missing in 
action during the war. These monuments tend to focus on the
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tragedy of war as opposed to Memorial Stadium which honors the 
dead and serves the public as a place to watch ball games.
Monuments to people definitely gain popularity after the 
1970s (Graph 1) . Eight of the 10 people monuments in the 
sample were erected after 1970. Five of these monuments were 
honoring city and government officials— from a single 
policeman to an ex-mayor to the Coast Guard. The Butchers 
Hill Best Neighborhood Award was part of a city promotional 
program. Of the remaining two people monuments from the 
eighties, one honored a wealthy businessman and one honored a 
soloist for the United Singers. Obviously, city authorities 
began to use monuments much more extensively in the period 
from 1970 to 1989. This period coincides with the election of 
William D. Schaefer as mayor of Baltimore and, later, governor 
of Maryland. Schaefer instituted many programs in Baltimore 
aimed at urban renewal and was intent on making residents 
proud of their city.
Another interesting difference was noted between the 
monuments erected from 1910 to 1919 and those erected from 
1980 to 1989. Over half of the monuments from the first 
period were erected using private money. From 1980 to 1989, 
over half of the monuments were erected using public funds. 
This is the first decade in the sample which public money 
produced over half of the monuments in that decade. In fact,
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from 19 60 to 1989 there seems to be a trend towards government 
produced monuments in the sample over privately erected 
monuments. This trend points to the conclusion that Mayor 
Schaefer believed that monuments could promote "virtue and 
patriotism" and "impress the public and build devotion" 
(Janson 1976:39).
MONUMENT TYPES AND ERECTOR TYPES
Wars seem to create a need for monuments and memorials 
more than any other event. Mayo describes this need best for 
government groups when he discusses how honor is bestowed on 
war monuments. "Government repays its citizens through honor" 
(Mayo 1988:65). The honor is conveyed through war memorials 
dedicated to its citizens. This repayment is necessary 
because the government, usually in the role of protector, 
asked its own people to fight to protect itself (Mayo 
1988:65).
There are obvious differences in the form war memorials 
take over time. The monuments dedicated to the soldiers and 
sailors of the Civil War in the sample tend to glorify war. 
Both the Confederate and Union statues show a soldier with 
angelic figures. The Confederate Women statue shows the women 
as angelic figures. This glorification is a reflection of the 
ideology of the elite groups which produced these monuments.
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The soldiers who made the supreme sacrifice would ascend 
straight to heaven.
The monuments dedicated to World War I did not glorify 
war, however, honor was bestowed on the victims. The angelic 
figures have been replaced with eagles and flags. The soldier 
figures were replaced with lists of the fallen. Some of the 
World War I monuments in the sample were produced on a grand 
scale: the War Memorial Building and the Memorial Oak Grove.
The sacredness of war victims has been preserved by the World 
War I monuments. However, instead of ascending the victims 
straight to heaven, these monuments serve to keep the memory 
of each victim alive.
A notable difference between some of the monuments of 
World War I and World War II is what Mayo (1988) would call 
their sacredness. The elite groups which produced the 
monuments to World War II appear to be very secularized. The 
World War I Memorial Building was large and temple-like. The 
other building in the sample was Memorial Stadium produced 
after World War II. While larger than the War Memorial 
Building, Memorial Stadium is not considered sacred. It is an 
athletic field, not a "church" and it is used by all types of 
people, not just veterans of war. The lists of names 
disappear with the sacredness; however, the patriotic imagery 
(i.e. eagles and flags) is retained.
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Sacredness in war memorials returns in the 1980s with the 
production of the Holocaust Memorial and the Maryland Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial. These two monuments go beyond providing 
honor to exhibiting humanitarianism; Mayo's (1988:65) highest 
social purpose. Elite groups during the 1980s have reverted 
to listing names of the fallen with entreaties to "remember" 
as during World War I.
Historic events do not receive the same attention as war 
memorials and seem to be deemed important by private citizens 
who were either involved in the event or are related to 
someone involved. The government becomes involved in 
monuments to historical events only when the government 
created the event or deems the event congruent with its own 
ideology. The only example of public money producing an 
historic event marker in the sample is the Fallsway Fountain. 
In this case city officials raised a fountain to commemorate 
their own achievements.
An example of city officials using private funds to 
commemorate an historic event which was congruent with their 
ideology is the monument to the writing of the "Star Spangled 
Banner." This monument erected with public school children's 
donations was thought up by the "Star Spangled Banner" 
Centennial Commission, a city appointed body. Obviously in 
1914, it was deemed necessary to reaffirm or justify
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Baltimore's presence to the world by recalling the defense of 
Baltimore against the British and the creation of the national 
anthem.
Elite private citizens erect the most historic event 
markers in the sample. These wealthy groups create monuments 
to advertise what they see as important historic events. The 
United Singers placed their prize in a public park to promote 
themselves and their ideas in 1915. Being anti-prohibition, 
the group probably felt the need to stay the rising tide of 
prohibition and gather "troops" in their corner. The plaque 
which celebrates the first time the "Star Spangled Banner" was 
performed in public was presented to the city at an odd date, 
the 164th anniversary of the flag. The Baltimore Lodge of 
Elks must have felt a need to identify itself with patriotism 
during World War II. The officials of Loyola College not only 
celebrated their 100th year anniversary in 1952 with a plaque, 
they had to connect the school to a higher consciousness by 
honoring their students who died in war also. Although 
private money was used to erect these monuments, all of them 
had the approval of city officials to be allowed on city 
property. Therefore, the city must have found some redeeming 
value in what the elite groups were promoting.
Most of the monuments to people in this sample are 
erected using public money. This is the opposite of the
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historic event markers. City officials seem to find it 
necessary to erect monuments to justify what they do. The 
monuments to the Police Department, Fire Department, and the 
Coast Guard are examples of authority figures promoting their 
own self worth. By proclaiming their presence and their 
sacrifices to the ordinary citizen, the monuments promote 
respect and honor for these organizations. The James Cardinal 
Gibbons Plaque and McKeldin Square were erected by city 
officials to past city officials. By recognizing the saint­
like qualities of James Cardinal Gibbons, Mayor McKeldin 
seemed to be trying to transfer those qualities to himself. 
Another mayor, William D. Schaefer promoted Mayor McKeldin as 
the instigator of revitalizing the harbor area of Baltimore. 
However, it was Schaefer who carried out most of the work and 
spent tax money to do so. Placing the instigator in the past 
with a monument made it look inevitable for the future. 
Schaefer seemed to be an expert at using public monuments to 
promote his own ideology. There are four monuments in the 
sample with his name on them. He used a monument as a prize 
to the people of Butchers Hill in the Best Neighborhood 
contest. Thus, Schaefer created a lasting and public 
impression of what the "ideal" neighborhood should be.
The remaining four monuments dedicated to people were 
erected using private funds. These monuments appear to be 
from a group to a group member. Two of the groups are
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definitely wealthy, upper class assemblies. The pedestal to 
Edward Henry Bouton and the bell dedicated to Paul R. Palmbaum 
were both erected by people with wealth. The people that 
moved to the residential areas which Bouton developed were 
from the mobile, upper class (Olson 1980:213). The 
neighborhoods used restrictive covenants to maintain the 
status quo. Jews and African-Americans were effectively kept 
out of the neighborhoods for years (Greene 1980:146). The 
pedestal to Bouton basically declares that segregation is 
something to be honored. The Paul R. Palmbaum Memorial Bell 
was dedicated to Mr. Palmbaum by his relatives and several 
businesses. This dedication seems to honor the charitable 
spirit Mr. Palmbaum expressed to others instead of the wealth 
he had. However, the group which dedicate the bell to him are 
expressing his wealth by placing the monument in a very 
prominent location near the Inner Harbor marina, another haven 
of predominately wealthy people. In other words, those who 
knew him wanted to memorialize him to his peers instead of to 
those he may have helped.
The remaining two people monuments are from groups 
without wealth. The H. John Freeman Memorial is a small, 
personal monument to one of the United Singers. It gives 
belated credit to the soloist who helped the group win the 
Conradin Kreutzer bust in 1915. The Elwood L. Brown Memorial 
proclaims the distinctiveness of the group which created it.
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The mural not only memorializes Brown, it honors the entire 
African-American community. The Wall of Pride places Brown, 
a Baltimore native, among the ranks of great Africans who have 
made a lasting contribution to society. By honoring an 
African-American Baltimore native in such a way, the entire 
African-American community in Baltimore connects itself with 
the achievements of other African-Americans. Thus, the Wall 
of Pride depicts a community which should be proud of itself.
MONUMENT CONDITION
According to this sample, it is the monuments to people 
which seem to provoke the most violent reaction. Those who 
live with these monuments on a daily basis have "spoken" their 
discontent. Government officials and elite groups have 
erected these people monuments. However, the masses have 
actually tried to destroy the monuments. The ideology which 
the elite groups tries to invoke is not being accepted by its 
audience.
In a less violent manner, the monument audience has also 
shown discontent using graffiti. One quarter of the monuments 
in the sample had some form of graffiti on them. Historic 
event markers seemed to invite graffiti the most. Once again 
when elite groups try to promote devotion from the lower class 
they fail. Graffiti is used almost equally for monuments
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erected using public money and private money. Therefore, the 
ideology the wealthy groups is selling is not being bought any 
faster than the government's ideology.
Trash is a major problem for any large city and Baltimore 
is no exception. Litter is found just about everywhere. The 
absence of trash around a monument may be more informative 
than its presence. It was truly expected that litter would be 
present at each monument; however, this was not the case. 
Thirty-one percent of the monuments did not have trash around 
their bases. Of these 11 monuments, six were near City Hall 
and two were in obviously wealthy areas of the city. The city 
authorities and the elite private citizens have the money to 
keep these areas cleaned of litter. The remaining three 
monuments which did not have trash around their bases, were 
located in parks. One of these monuments is located in a park 
which in turn is situated within a wealthy residential 
neighborhood. The other two monuments which were free of 
litter may have been a coincidence, as the other two monuments 
recorded in the same park did have trash around them.
These instances of vandalism, graffiti, and litter may 
not seem very significant at first. The portion of monuments 
in the sample with damage or graffiti or both was only 3 6 
percent. However, social scientists have recently begun to 
focus on everyday resistance as opposed to open rebellion (see
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Scott and Kerkvliet 1986; Scott 1990). Everyday resistance is 
defined by Scott and Kerkvliet (1986:1) as "ordinary weapons 
of many subordinate groups." These weapons can take the form 
of footdragging and dissimulation to vandalism and sabotage. 
When first observed this form of resistance appears to have no 
effect on the elite group which it is directed towards. 
Kerkvliet (1986) documents everyday resistance in the 
Philippines and its effects. First, resistant acts bolster 
the workers' ego and sometimes the amount of food available. 
Second, over time these acts "can thwart the plans of those 
with more power and status" (Kerkvliet 1986:120). Third, the 
quiet acts of resistance may be the basis of louder actions 
taken in the form of open rebellion (Kerkvliet 1986:121). 
Focusing on everyday resistance aids in destroying the 
stereotype of peasant behavior as long periods of passivity 
and sudden explosive rebellions (Scott 1986:9).
Therefore, the seemingly quiet acts of vandalism and 
graffiti found on Baltimore's public monuments do speak to the 
elite groups which produced the monuments. The defacement of 
monuments has all the right factors to define it as everyday 
resistance: it is directed toward superiors, it is
intentional, and it is done anonymously. Public monuments are 
obvious symbols of authority and elite groups. When a 
monument is vandalized, it is a "direct symbolic affront to 
authority" (Scott and Kerkvliet 1986:1). Striking a symbolic
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authority figure can bolster the attackers' ego. Eventually, 
after continuous assault on a monument, the monument may be 
removed and the attacker is victorious. By attacking the 
monuments of Baltimore, the city's residents are voicing their 
discontent with government officials and elite groups in a 
small yet very meaningful way.
IMPLICATIONS
To conclude, the monuments of Baltimore city provoke 
images of the city's loss in America's tragic wars, of the 
city's place in history, and of the people which protect and 
promote the city. The monuments of this sample reveal a 
glimpse of the past cultures of Baltimore. These intentional 
symbols reflect what was important to city leaders from 19 03 
to 1989. From the Civil War to the Vietnam War, Baltimore's 
elite citizens glorified the sacrifices made, honored the 
dead, and exclaimed to future citizens that they should be 
proud of those who died to preserve the city. The powerful 
also promoted certain historic events which glorify Baltimore 
by linking the city to national history. Some monument 
erectors gained influence by connecting themselves and the 
city to eminent persons.
The politically powerful and the wealthy have 
successfully continued the tradition started in the early
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1800s with the erection of the first monument to George
Washington. These groups have "founded a past, a rock of
religion, a mythology of elegance" by constantly linking 
Baltimore and themselves to themes of sacrifice, intelligence, 
and national honor (Olson 1980:43).
On the surface the ideology being promoted by government 
officials and elite groups appears to be accepted by the
people who live in Baltimore. Most of the monuments in the
sample were in very good condition. However, there is the
rumblings of a minority which does not buy into the ideology 
being sold. Through acts of everyday resistance the silent 
masses have spoken their dissatisfaction. Baltimore's grand 
tradition promoted by the elite is slowly being chipped away 
by the resistors.
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